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After saying this.

Everyone in front of them was still stunned.

They all looked at him with strange and incredible eyes.

A little confused.

It is estimated that Ye Junlin’s behavior of robbing so directly makes

people feel ridiculous.

“Oh, I see! I don’t think I’m qualified, do you?”

Ye Junlin said to himself.

“Buzzing…”

But the next second.

A cold light suddenly appeared, like a scorching sun, illuminating

everything.

Divine Tribulation Appears!

“boom……”

The divine robbery sword shines brightly.

Revealing terrifying power!

The two hundred gods did not react, and they were all penetrated by

the ultimate sword.

It looks like it was pierced by a sword!

But in fact, it was because the speed was too fast, which created the

illusion that it looked like a sword penetrated.

Just a moment!

All the 200 gods of the War Bear Kingdom exploded into a cloud of

blood!

Disappeared in front of the mysterious man on the spot!

Shocked!

So shocking!

Two hundred gods beheaded with one sword!

Who would have thought so?

The mysterious man has been shocked to the point of

incomprehensible.

Ever since he came out of War Eagle Country, Ye Junlin has never

been taken seriously.

Play with the mentality in the palm of your hand.

But I never imagined that he would have such strength!

This is comparable to their own!

One of their forces has a super spiritual vein.

As a result, Ye Junlin can match their existence.

He was a little flustered!

Although his strength is very strong, but that is for the gods.

But Ye Junlin in front of him obviously hangs everything.

Don’t lose to him!

underestimated!

Never thought that besides them, there are such masters.

“Ye Junlin, do you know who I am? You dare to snatch my things.

Kneel down and apologize to me right away! I might consider sparing

your life!”

But the force behind War Eagle Nation has a natural sense of

superiority.

How can you be afraid?

How could he succumb to Ye Junlin?

Immediately let Ye Junlin kneel down and apologize.

Ye Junlin smiled.

In fact, he still has a question now, where did this kid come from?

What is your identity?

“Give me the magic medicine first, and then tell me where you came

from!”

Ye Junlin said.

“Want to know my identity? Are you worthy? You are not qualified!”

“And dare to rob me? Ye Junlin, you are just courting death!”

This man had a rebellious look on his face.

Ye Junlin smiled and said: “Really? Then I will kill you directly!”

“Kill you, I will take the things directly! As for your identity, someone

will definitely seek revenge on me, and then I will know!”

“Buzzing…”

At this time, Divine Tribulation was suspended in mid-air and aimed at

the mysterious man.

Terrible power is spreading.

The mysterious man is afraid.

But he still shouted at Ye Junlin: “You dare???”

“kill!”

Ye Junlin shouted coldly.

At the same time, the divine robbery in his hand turned into a bolt of

lightning.

“Boom…”

The mysterious man was surging with terrifying power, and circles of

light circles appeared on his arms, and there were mysterious symbols

on the circles.

These gave him terrifying power.

A light shield is formed in front of him, the symbols on the light shield

make up, and a steady stream of spiritual power is flooded.

It seems that no artifact can open this light shield.

“Hey!”

But what he encountered was a calamity.

Divine Tribulation pierced this light shield in an instant.

Then penetrate his body.

The person’s body gradually became illusory, and finally disappeared

completely.

The moment before disappearing, there was an incredible look on his

face.

It is estimated that Ye Junlin would not kill him.

It will be so decisive!

Kill it!

He didn’t even say that he wouldn’t tell him his identity.

Just pretend, and kill Ye Junlin without thinking about it.

If you wait a little longer, I will tell you who I am!

It’s just that Ye Junlin takes care of you.

If you pretend, I will kill you directly.

I don’t know who you are anyway.
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